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Abstract
This term Consciousness has a place for Spirit as simply Infinite Consciousness. It also has a place for the essential insight of most religions, that Spirit is Love, not an emotion, but a great Oneness all around us, especially in the Earth, who is Oneness at all levels and depths. The Mystics call Silence “the voice of Spirit,” the deepest richest hearing that there is, and few there are these days who hear it. And the Mystics of all cultures and climates call Spirit simply “The Beloved.” And so, we have found our way back, back into the arms of The Beloved, from whence we tore ourselves away oh so long ago, so very long ago, that no one can remember.
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1. The End Times, The Awakening, The Second Coming

We live in Scriptural times, when those you look down upon are sent to renew you, when the last shall be first, and first last, where the stone rejected by builders has become the cornerstone.

These times seem well described by the Book of Revelation as the End Times, where men would fall away from Spirit, become lovers of money, worldly honors power, liars and murderers, what a women friend calls the frenzy of the end times of male domination.

These are also the times of the Second Coming, the Second Coming of Women, the Feminine, and of the Love and Truth that Jesus taught. And with them, a whole new revelation of Spirit.

And so, I summarize: This term Consciousness has a place for Spirit as simply Infinite Consciousness. It also has a place for the essential insight of most religions, that Spirit is Love, not an emotion, but a great Oneness all around us, especially in the Earth, who is Oneness at all levels and depths.

The Mystics call Silence “the voice of Spirit,” the deepest richest hearing that there is, and few there are these days who hear it. And the Mystics of all cultures and climates call Spirit simply “The Beloved.”

And so, we have found our way back, back into the arms of The Beloved, from whence we tore ourselves away oh so long ago, so very long ago, that no one can remember.

The Book of Revelation brings to a close the whole period of history covered by scripture. And they bring to an end the great redemption stories of Judeo Christian tradition. All the redemption stories speak of a time when we were close to Spirit, and then we fell away. And so, it is time to
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return to Spirit. Religion---re-ligare, to retie the tie, to reconnect with Spirit, who is everywhere in the Earth.

Time to close the scriptures written by men, to read for Ourselves, *The Great Original Scriptures of Being* that are meant to be read by everyone, with our bodies, senses, souls and Spirit, our deep psyches, our sex, and oh! that is where the bliss is.

And so, these are the times of Awakening, of the Feminine to Herself, to her Majesty and Mystery, her Beauty and Truth, her Love, her Validity, and her Power.

And with the Feminine, a new salvation and a new redemption, of the masculine by the Feminine, of men and male history by women, and with and through the Feminine, a whole new connection and reconnection with Spirit, who is everywhere in the Earth.

Consciousness is the missing piece of the puzzle, and as a physicist friend put it to me about these ideas: Somehow, stunningly self-evident…

This is the Universe that Jesus knew: “I, living in you, you living in me, we living in them.” And what he was really teaching at the Last Supper, when he said, “This is my body, this is my blood,” was that Spirit is in all Things.

This is the Universe that Jesus and the Buddha knew, that mystics and shamans know, that the Native people know, our ancestors knew, that we all once knew, before we slipped into our technological trance, and lost our ability to see the world before us. This is the Universe that heart Consciousness knows.

The Native people always marveled that the white man thought with his head and not with his heart. This is the Universe that the Feminine knows, that deep down, all women know, the men need to catch up for the future of life on Earth depends on it.

2. Present tense, this present moment of historical grace in scriptural terms

Here we are in the modern world.

The End Times. The End Times are mentioned many times in scripture, described by terms like the Apocalypse, the Great Tribulation, and Armageddon, a term that strikes terror in many hearts.

Armageddon is described just once in scripture, and it is described as the war of all the governments of all the nations against Spirit. And we know exactly what this war will look like. The governments of all nations serve exactly the same god, the god of money and markets, the god of male power, prestige, and privilege, of profits and empire. And if there is to be a major war in the mid-East, it is this god that will go up in smoke.

The true God, the God that Jesus knew, that women and children know, the God of the green Earth and all her creepy crawlies, the God who is Love, is coming into the planet just now, in, through and around this false god.
And all of the battles will be less terrible because the ancient prophets could not foresee the Love that would be here.

3. Awakening

These are the times of a great Awakening, of letting in the Light, as of Springtime after a long and dark Winter. And it is all about opening our eyes, and letting in the Light. The state of the modern world can be seen as the conclusion of a long argument across the Ages, that began with false premises. It can also be seen as the negative result of a scientific experiment. The old male paradigms have run their course, and something completely new is being born among us.

a. These are the times of the Reappearance of the Feminine, this great Awakening, letting in the Light, and all of the lies of the past are now up for us, so that we can get beyond them.

The first great lie: Long ago, the human race made a decision to take itself out of nature, to define itself as something other than nature, and in the modern world, is making war on nature. We have pretended we had no connection to nature whatsoever, a very stupid decision as it turns out, because we are deeply connected with the planet, and now we cannot help but know this. And we need to redefine ourselves, in terms of absolute connection and absolute dependency on the Earth.

The second great lie: All of the dualisms of the Piscean Age that are still driving us all insane: Heaven is divine, the Earth isn’t; the soul is divine, the body isn’t; man is divine, woman isn’t. Reincarnation is the great equalizer, there is only one set of terms, Consciousness, all are divine. We are not just divine in our male lifetimes, but in our female times as well, and between all the opposites are deep unities. The opposites are really two poles of one continuum.

An Anglican priest before woman’s ordination: To ordain a woman, that would be like ordaining a dog or a potato, well it wasn’t, and the Anglican church is experiencing a great renewal, because of women priests.

And now, there are two glaring omissions in civilization. One has to do with the truth of women, and the other with sex.

And so, the third great lie: The complete falsification of Jesus’ teachings from the very beginning. The suppression of reincarnation has been mentioned.

The church falsified Jesus attitudes to women.

Women were among his disciples, women remained with him at his crucifixion, after the male disciples had fled. Jesus was enamored of both women and the Feminine, the church has done its best to bury both.

The whole of western civilization is based on the worship of a celibate male god. What if Jesus wasn’t?
In fact, all the evidence now indicates at the dawn of Christianity, was a sacred partnership between Jesus and Mary Magdalene, broken by the church, who turned the woman Jesus loved into a harlot, and vilified her down through the ages.

In fact, if it had to admit these things, the sacred male hierarchy would fall. A celibate male priesthood, preoccupied with sin and suffering, crucifixion and death, is always trying to turn the Lord of Life into one of them. Jesus is not their man, and neither are you.

And the only hope for a celibate male priesthood, its true salvation, is to find itself in the arms of women, not some sexless alabaster statue, some figment of the priestly imagination, but real women, tender and caring, passionate and loving.

And now, sex, something according to those who know, everyone thinks about every five minutes. Most of us think that sex has to do with Love. Can we really think that Jesus, with his great teachings on Love, would not have something to say about sex? In fact, according to Seth and other channel sources, Jesus left a written teaching on sex and intimacy that was destroyed by the early church. Of course, it is always easier to make up the savior over in your image, rather than to grow into the fullness of his.

And now, all across the planet, small groups of men and women are meeting together, reading works like the *Da Vinci Code* and the *Hidden Gospel of Mary Magdalene*, that has recently come to light, asking themselves whatever happened to the Feminine in history? For some years, the Vatican ignored them, but now the Vatican thought police are rushing about, to prevent the faithful from reading them.

What has them so upset? Jesus, with a woman, Mary Magdalene, always kissing her on the lips, he loved her so much, preferring her to all of the disciples, even Peter the first pope, who complained he preferred her to them. “She knows more than all of you put together.”

If it had to admit these things, the sacred celibate male hierarchy would fall.

Well, I daresay that in his Second Coming, Jesus will reappear as a woman. Oh-oh, we didn’t think of that one! Okay, and then what??!

And so, there are three of the great lies of history that are now up for us, in order that we can grow beyond them.

b. And then, there are the errors of St. Paul. St. Paul began the long dumbing down of women, and initiated the onslaught of male madness that men call our history. Women, not allowed to speak or teach in the assembly, to be given headship by men.

And then, St. Paul began the long repression of our shadow side, now erupting in the modern world. St. Paul turned us all into “good little Christian girls and boys.” God only likes us if you are good, and only likes the good parts.

And so, St. Paul saddled us with the persona of holiness: Stand at attention, eyes downcast.

Jesus taught Love. His fear-based followers wrote down rules.
And so finally, St. Paul initiated a long set of rules and regulations, that in the present world, have filled the world with endless self-righteous Christian moralizing.

All of these lies, and errors have shaped the modern world, and modern religions, and we need to get free of them.

What is really now happening in the Mideast, the birthplace of the three great patriarchal religions, Judaism, Islam, and Christianity is that symbolically, these religions are now going up in smoke. They are all mirror images of one another, mountains of dogma and doctrine, devoid of true religious experience, morally and spiritually bankrupt.

The Mideast is a showcase for the worst features of this male impulse, where some men hide their weapons in schools, and dare other men to blow them up, and other men do; where males express their manhood by throwing hand grenades into kindergartens, or bombing hospitals filled with children; and now, Asad, the father of his people, spraying them all with nerve gas. This impulse has really run its course, and it is time for better answers to be found.

c. What is really taking place in the modern world, is the birth of a new, and finally true religion, based on a new metaphysics, a new understanding of divinity, and of Spirit. Seth (Seth Speaks) compared the birth of a new religion, to the birth of a thousand suns, an event of epic proportions.

The End Times are here, Armageddon is here, and so is the Second Coming. Everyone these days finds themselves tossed between conflicting principles, sometimes in fear, sometimes in the Love orientation, the Great Tribulation is happening in all souls, every household, and the world at large.

Deeply embedded in the modern world, are the remanence and the shards of many false metaphysical theories. I am proposing a new metaphysics, and a new metaphysical base for this new religion, a religion based on our direct connection with Spirit, a religion of Love and Truth, of the Feminine, and the Feminine principle, where Consciousness, Reincarnation, and Spirit are realities, the cornerstone of a new civilization.

d. There are a great many other myths, convenient fictions, that keep the present destructive world we have in place:

The myth of male superiority.

And then, the myth of white supremacy, the white man has been an ambiguous presence on the planet, he has a very high opinion of himself, but look at the facts, the Mideast, and Africa, sent down the tubes after the first World War by white men drawing arbitrary lines on maps in European board rooms.

White Europeans have trashed Europe with their farming practices, and then came to America, and trashed America. America has been in the grip of the masculine principle since its beginning, conquer the wilderness, conquer the Native people, conquer the world economy, and so on.

America was founded on three criminal acts: Slavery, the extermination of the Native peoples, and the extermination of the wildlife. Lewis and Clark, early explorers of America, report
game was so plentiful, there was an animal every two feet. Where are they now? Gone, to make room for the white man’s version of paradise, parking lots and suburbia.

The white man has always referred to the Native people, and all people of color, as “white man’s burden.” The real burden on the planet has been the white man, and all of his imitators, his religions, his philosophy, his science, and his technology, now overwhelming the Earth.

And so, religious myths: It was all made for us to do with as we like. It is all about me, me, me.

And then, the arrogance of philosophy, that has despised the Earth from the very beginning, and held the planet in contempt as something devoid of Consciousness.

And now the scientific myths about matter: Again, as something devoid of Consciousness, that can be plundered at will, kept in place because it supports the system. Science has been in the pockets of the Dark Lord right from the start.

According to an activist friend, Freud sent his notebooks on conditioning on how to coerce human beings into doing what you want them to, to his nephew in America, who sold them to the corporations.

And then there are other myths: Where is God? We all know where God is, “God is up in heaven.” We all know also that God disapproves of sex. And then we also know that, some of us are closer to God than others, some of us are divine, others aren’t.

We all live in pyramids of power that enshrine these old myths. At the top is a semi-divine being, a king, a pope, or a CEO. Down below in descending levels of importance, are everyone else, at the base of pyramid, those of no importance whatsoever—the people, the Native people, women, the Feminine, and the Earth.

Now: Pyramids are only as strong as their base. Those at the top neglect the wellbeing at the base at their own peril. And now we are at a place in our history, where the people, the women, and the Earth, are not going to take it any longer. They are just as divine as everyone else, they need to reclaim their divinity, and take back their power, as they are.

And so, academia. Why are so many academic males so given over to the vigorous defense of indefensible false theories? Why so determined not to grant Consciousness to the Earth? Partly, because academia is largely funded by the system, and the needs of the system to keep the dead Earth in place, are calling the shots. When you want to know what is shaping arguments these days, check out their funding sources. But another reason is that in fact, the male mind has always defined itself by putting down the Earth, along with women, and the people.

If the male mind could not define itself by putting down women and the Earth, it would not know who it is. The refusal of the male mind to grant Consciousness to nature, is simply the last-ditch effort of this whole impulse to promote itself to first place.

The male mind edits, and we have been ruled by a typical male logic for centuries: Either/or, enemies or friends, them or us, they hit us, we hit them. This logic underlies most of the problems of civilization. We always have to define ourselves by putting someone else down.
What is needed is a new Feminine logic, of both...and, that can define itself in inclusive ways, that can think in terms of “we.”

And so, two major pillars of the System need to be rethought. First, money. The term money comes from the Greek goddess Moneta, invented money for human beings as a way to help each other. And then, power. Power exists for one reason, to find out the truth of who we are, what we are all here for, and what we are doing to the planet, in order to be able to change it for the better. We have the power to know, and we have the power to make changes, if we can know the truth of things, then we will know what to do about them.

Human beings are not irrational, they have just been fed steady diets of lies from the male mind, but Jesus: You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.

e. And so, the Feminine: In the modern world, something is ending, a long one-sided rule by the masculine principle, something new is beginning with the Reappearance of the Feminine and women, and a whole new balance between these two great principles.

The balance is right when the masculine serves the Feminine, when men and male ways, so often bound up with the taking of life, are put in the service of life. And for all of Life, in all of its many forms, and not simply life in the womb.

Do men and women think differently? Yes, they do, and their difference was in evidence at the Rio Summit on the Environment some years back. The men wanted to hang on to their turf, and get more if possible. The women held an alternate summit, and they were enraged that the children in other countries were going to bed hungry at night. Everywhere, women’s concerns are the same: Their own health and the health of their children, the health of the environment, and their own spirituality. There are thus two very different sets of values at the heart of the modern world. And women’s values are going to make all the difference.

Simone Weil observed from her experience in the Spanish Civil War that there is nothing that men would rather do, once the sanctions are removed, than kill each other. Now, women and children do not feel this way about one another, we find each other very interesting, someone we would like to get to know. And so, the answer to war is simple: Set aside huge tracts of land, that all the women and children, and the animals out and let the men go to it.

The Piscean era, that is now over, was an age of dualisms, as befits the sign of the fish. True fish swimming in opposite directions. But if you look closely, the two fish are joined by a thread, so that in fact, they are swimming in the same direction, so there is only one principle, not two. And so, we replace the dualisms of the Piscean era, with a single new principle, Consciousness.

All of the opposites—mind/matter, the forms/matter distinction, the Spirit/matter distinction, the mind/body distinction—are actually two poles of a single continuum, Consciousness. At one extreme Consciousness in form, with less degrees of freedom, at the other extreme Consciousness formless, with greater degrees of freedom, pure potential.

And now finally, the Feminine.

Just what is the Feminine really all about? The Feminine is about partnership not ownership; it is about cooperation, not competition; it is about taking walls and barricades down, not putting
them up. It can embrace every form of being, in an inclusive logic, an inclusive way of seeing and knowing; it has a place for everyone and everything.

The Feminine is all about going beyond the discreet separate and disconnected, into Oneness; about going beyond the partial answers, into the very fullness of Truth; it is about going beyond the particulars, into the greater whole.

Science is masculine, it understands reality by ripping it apart. The Feminine is all about wholeness, about the mystery, about connectedness, about the bigger picture, the wider higher view of things. It is time for us to push open the flaps of our Cartesian box, and look out into the greater Universe, and get out of the box all together.

The Feminine can embrace difference, diversity, and individuality. It has a place for All.

The Feminine is here, and she is here to stay. The symbol for the Aquarian Age in the tarot cards, is a woman in long flowing robes, holding a huge urn under her arm, from which she is pouring water into a stream. We all know what this means, the Feminine is all about Life, about Love Light and Life, and as the Feminine principles take over the world, they will renew nature herself, and they will restore the planet through a living, vibrant Garden of Eden, that it was always intended to be.

And so, we have a choice: Will it be the HE scenario or the SHE? The HE, hyper expansionist, more, bigger, better, faster? Or the SHE, sane humane and ecological? It is up to us.

And now, there are two scenarios about what is coming down on us.

4. And so, these tumultuous times in which we live

The Book of Revelation ends with the Great Tribulation a time so terrible, that if Spirit did not take a hand, everyone would perish. And it ends with the Second Coming of Jesus, and the dawning of an Age of Peace.

And now, here we are in the modern world, facing the greatest crisis the human race has ever had to face. We are in deep trouble with the Earth. We have caused a catastrophe for the planet of virtual complete destruction, that is so great that we cannot even get our minds around it.

Global warming and climate change are a reality, they owe to human arrogance and human ignorance, and we must now face the truth of what we have been doing here.

And now, there are two scenarios about what is coming down on us.

The first is that of James Lovelock, who originated the *Gaia Hypothesis*, the theory that the Earth is one living organism. He is the author of *Revenge of Gaia*, and *The Rough Road into the Future*. Lovelock predicts that these great storms and shifts in the weather will increase, by 2030, the Sahara Desert will be creeping into Europe, and by 2100, the Earth population, now at roughly 7 billion people, will have shrunk to 500 million living around the Poles. He predicts
wars over water, drought, famine, and disease, and he claims that nothing we can do at this point will change our fate. We have set in motion irreversible events.

The second scenario, prophesied by Native people all over the planet, is that the Feminine energy has been coming into history for some time. It peaked at the December Solstice 2012, and after that will flow steadily in, by the year 2300, the human race will have attained its greatest maturity.

Lovelock knows the science of the Earth better than anyone, but I believe the Native people have a deeper connection with the Earth that bypasses computer science. I am hoping that this scenario is the true scenario, that we still have time to change our ways, but even Lovelock admits that in the end it is “up to Mother.” The Goddess is powerful, and she is calling the shots. But indeed, if we can change our ways, it will only be by moving into the fullness of the Feminine energy.

5. And now, where are we in our history?

There only two forces at the heart of history, Love and fear. Up until now, fear has generally been in charge, and we have all been ruled by fear lies and control.

The year 2012 was the year when the forces of fear, and the forces of Love met. And the Love has won. At December Solstice 2012, the Mayan calendar ended, an event many saw as the end of the world. But it wasn’t. The next day the entire planet shifted into the Love orientation, and all who are sensitive to energies could feel the change. And ever since then, the Love has been flowing in.

There are many different explanations for this shift into the Love orientation on the planet, most say that it owes to a shift in the place of our solar system in the galaxy. Whatever the cause, something has radically shifted on the planet, fear has run and ruled human history since the start, and now, suddenly, there has been a momentous inversion among these true basic principles, from fear into Love.

The deepest meaning of this shift in our place in the galaxy, is that the Universe has an interest, and a stake, in what happens on the Earth plane. The Universe is actually taking a hand in the impulse that runs the planet, and it is taking a hand in bringing Love here, because we are finally ready for the Love that Jesus taught.

What is really happening that events on Earth, are really cosmic in nature. The Universe, Spirit, are taking a hand in our history. The way we live on the Earth plane, matters to the whole Universe.

This shift will support all of the Feminine answers and all who are in an orientation towards Love and Light, towards Life, all that we have been talking about in these pages. Some epic change has taken place in the Universe around us, that will assist the human race in realizing our full purpose here. Let me say something about this unfolding event.

People look out at the world, and they say: It has always been like this, because although empires have come and gone, risen and fallen, boundaries changed, the impulse at the heart of history,
and of civilization, has not changed, the fear impulse has always prevailed here. And now, that impulse is shifting into the Love orientation.

2013 began with the trial of Bradley Manning, born as a male, became a soldier, and now, female, Chelsie Manning, and her revelations of American wrongdoing in Iraq. She is a symbol for the shift of these times, from the masculine into the Feminine.

2013 was also the year of all these Snowden leaks, the revelations of government spying on everyone. Truth is an aspect of Love, because Love cannot tolerate these kinds of concealment, Love demands transparency. And so, the dark deeds of those in power can no longer be hidden. And so, fear is now up for us, in order to get past it.

What really happened with these shifts into the Love orientation, is that the Earth is serving notice she will no longer tolerate the fear that has run and ruled the Earth plane for so long. All those who are in the fear impulse, are having a difficult time of it, while those moving into the Love orientation, are completely supported by the planet, and find themselves going from “strength to strength.” And it is the Love orientation that is now really calling the shots. Despite appearances to the contrary, it is the Love that is calling the shots.

6. And so, the American election

The election of the current President would appear to be a total setback to the Love orientation. He embodies the old male fear orientation, separation, isolation, putting up barriers and barricades. He is in fact, a throwback to the patriarchies, just to remind us how really dreadful they were.

The current President is the catalyst for everything that needs to happen here.

Now: The true leadership of the planet is ideas. In the conventions of 2016, we heard two very different sets of ideas. The Republican camp: A stream of young male faces, contorted with rage, denouncing Hilary, Obama, and almost everything about America. With the President promising I can fix, I only know what to do, I will make the changes, America first, I will drain the swamp in Washington.

By contrast, the Democratic convention was a lovein. On its second night, the term Love was used, a term seldom heard in political discussions. We heard words like partnership, taking down the barriers, we are stronger together, and a variety of different ages, races, and sexes, speaking out. As a woman friend put it: Never have I heard so many strong women, with good heads on their shoulders, speaking out, and being applauded by so many men.

The poles predicted Hilary would win, and in fact, the current President won.

This whole incoming Feminine energy was visible in the Democratic convention, an expression of the Love orientation. Why have the American people for whatever reason, elected the current President their president? Every person in America, perhaps in the whole world, needs to ask themselves, especially now, what did I do to put this man in office? Why have I done this? And what can I now do about it?
We have elected a government, that appears to have very little interest in our welfare.

But look what has happened. Two days after the election, already a strong well focused opposition emerged. There has been an unprecedented uprising of the Love energy, grassroots uprisings everywhere, of people concerned with healthcare, social security, and personal issues.

The President has accelerated the whole pace of awakening worldwide, there would have been no women’s march if Hilary had won, women are organizing, so are students and minorities, and virtually everyone in America is now political. Something that has needed to happen for a very long time, we had grown apathetic about civil liberties, taken democracy for granted, the President has given us a much needed shock.

The President exacerbates the incoming Love impulse that has been increasing ever since his election. Reawakening the sense of everyone, into what really matters, into their own humanity and divinity, into the Love orientation. Simply, because he is so bad, he is precipitating the opposite.

Awakening into the callousness and cruelty of the modern world, that has been run and ruled by male ways of thinking, male values, for so long. The system runs on fear, it comes from fear, and it uses fear to keep everyone in line, by every form of control, both physical and spiritual, psychological control, and so, fear is up for us. Know this about fear, fear tends to create what it fears, fear is noisy, it grabs all of the headlines. And fear runs, it runs and runs and runs, and if the human race does not slow down long enough to realize what it is doing to the planet, the Earth does not stand a chance.

Fear is not the real issue now, this has been our path, our present is all about Love, and the completely new impulse, the Love impulse. And the polarity between these two impulses, fear and Love, is going greater all the time. The Love finding more and more sources of strength.

We are in a period of activism similar to that in the ‘60’s, a time for making ideas and values clear.

Remember the 60’s: The Civil Rights Movement, thirteen days where the Kennedy brothers averted nuclear war, the assassination of Kennedy, Martin Luther King, his I have a dream speech, and his assassination. And then most important, the Viet Nam war, and the student uprising that ended it.

We are in the period of activism like the 60’s, but the stakes are much higher now. Democracy itself is in jeopardy, the plight of women and minorities, and the survival of the planet herself.

I believe that the shift of right-winged governments everywhere, is really a response to the incoming Feminine energies, are unsettling everyone, and people are reacting from fear. And so, the experiment in America of the far right is being observed by the whole world. The far right is far fear, digging in its heels to resist the changes, but not really real.

Everyone is beginning to spell out who they are, what they are really here for, for working out the new Feminine energies, new guiding principles for the Earth, and for civilization itself.
We have been run and ruled by fear for so long, we have almost no concept of what a civilization based on Love would look like. But the end of the Book of Revelation with the Second Coming of Jesus, is really a call to work out fully the new principles of the Love orientation, principles of the Second Coming.

The President is actually the catalyst for realizing the values expressed in the Democratic convention. And look at the lessons we are all learning. First of all, the power of the vote, the basis of a true democracy, and the preciousness of our civil liberties, and what treasures they really are. And then, every night on television, a lesson in civics, how the government functions, the checks and balances, and what is happening on the planet, from global warming.

We are also seeing how our elected representatives function, how they feel and think. They are elected to represent us, but they have forgotten their true task here, and they think they are in the Congress for themselves, to have a good time, and if possible, corner money and power.

When Obama was elected, the Republican Congress promptly said: No matter what you do, we will not work with you. It is harder to imagine any greater irresponsibility than this. We need to hold all of our elected officials accountable to us. The silence of Republicans about what the President says and does is deafening, to the point where commentators refer to Republicans to “Cowardly Republicans, or gutless Republicans.”

They do not represent us, they think like the President, and are always trying to figure out where the political winds are blowing, that they can use them to stay in “power.” If we did our work as badly as our elected representatives do theirs, we would be out of a work. It is time to be clear on who holds the real power in a democracy, we do, and we need to be the ones calling the shots.

There are now two basic political alternatives before the American people. Democracy is “of the people for the people and by the people.” We are not, at this point, a democracy, we are an oligarchy, the rule of the rich. the President and his cabinet consist of rich business people, and we are all having a spectacular lesson about how the rich think and live.

It could be a great boom to America, if they ran the economy like a good business. A good business: It would be based on respect for the planet, creating good jobs, and good wages for all, every child in America with a good breakfast, social assistance at every level. But I suspect they will not do that, the rich are very good at making money, but only for themselves and their friends.

And we are all being given a wonderful lesson in the values and ways of thinking of the rich, no respect whatsoever for the Earth, or for the poor and middle class. My guess is the rich will look at the American people as a way to make money for themselves and their friends.

Here is the government of America with absolutely no concern for the welfare of the American people, only for themselves. On weekends, they travel about, at the taxpayer’s expense, in their own private business interests, they stay at lavish hotels and resorts, funded by the American taxpayer.

They are in a complete conflict of interest, between our interests and theirs, but they don’t recognize any such conflict, they are doing what they always do, making money, for themselves.
There is something insulting to the American people, about the President boasting that his has never paid taxes at present.

We are in a decisive moment of truth about basic values, and fundamental terms. We are run and ruled by big money. Capitalism is run by the demand for profits, and this demand for profits shapes our world. Capitalism runs on slave labor, the less it can pay workers, the better. The less it can bypass safety standards, or implement sustainable energy, the better.

Most of the big polluters, the destroyers of the planet, know full well that global warming is a reality. But the truth is they do not care, as long as they can make their profits, and retain all their perks and privileges, they have no interest whatsoever in the fate the Earth, or the future.

Profits drive the system, they are the source of its callousness and cruelty. They are the reason that corporations will not “do the right thing.” And so, when Jill Stein, of the Green Party, proposes as her fundamental principle: Planet, People, and Peace, Before Profits, she is proposing values that are totally opposed by our money economies.

The American people need to realize what drives our economic realities, the great economic machine of the modern world, in which ordinary people are simply expendable workers. We are in a call for radically revising the values and the attitudes that are shaping the world, and destroying the Earth.

It is waking up time, big time, and the President embodies the lessons we have to learn.

Look at all that he embodies:

- He is a throwback to the patriarchies, so we can all see how dreadful they really were.
- He represents a certain kind of militant male energy, the fear impulse, isolation, separation, bullying, and lying.
- He also embodies typically male values, money and power, nothing but self-interest, me me me, more, bigger better and faster.
- He is rich, run and ruled by greed. He embodies greed, and greed has no limit, for greed, it is never enough. Greed for money and honors is insatiable, and the rich are run and ruled by it.
- He is like the American shadow side. Jung taught that we all have a shadow side, things we don’t like about ourselves, or we would rather not admit, and so we project them all over other people, and detest them there.

And so, there are racist and sexist aspects in every psyche, we look down upon women, and people of color, as inferior beings, rather than admit their full humanity, like our own.

- the President is totally indifferent to the state of the planet, or the future of life on Earth.
- If one denies global warming, or insists that if it is real, but not caused by human activity, then you do not have to do anything about it, its business as usual.
● He is indifferent to the suffering of others. Indifferent to the desperation of poor and middle-class, people who can hardly keep food on the table, totally turned in upon themselves, and their issues.

● He is completely indifferent to the future, indifferent to the state of the planet, indifferent to the rights of others, to life liberty and the pursuit of happiness, or the rights of the planet.

● He has no understanding how his words affect other people. He can tell his followers that he will deport “6 million illegally immigrants,” with no conception or concern for the turmoil he places, and the burden of fear in other peoples lives. The first judge that struck down his travel ban, in his explanation, said: There is no justification for causing this kind of turmoil in other people’s lives. Donald the President does not care.

● the President, and his White House, run on lies, they have no sense whatsoever of the distinction between lies and truth, they cannot tell what the truth is, but we can. It is quite obvious to everyone, with help from commentators, what is really taking place, and not what the White House thinks is taking place, this long litany of “fake news.”

The President is everything we have to get past, he is a call, and a catalyst for a tremendous step in our own evolution, at deep levels, Spirit is taking a hand in our history.

● the President praises narcissism, and practices it. Narcissism is all about me me me, I am all that matters in the Universe. But remember what happened to narcissus? Narcissus was sitting by the pool in trance by his own reflection in the water, and he fell in and drowned.

The President represents the “old stuff,” based on the fear impulse.

And now the Love is here, and it is time for every one of us, to work out the practical principles of a world, as civilization, defined by the Second Coming, and by the Love orientation.

And then: We shall know commonwealth again.

And so, it is all about the Feminine, the Love orientation, accepting and affirming, nurturing and caring, Earth sensitive, Earth honoring. The Feminine is all about the bigger picture, going beyond the discreet separate and disconnected into the greater whole, into Oneness, going beyond the fear and separation, into Love and connectedness.

These old male ways that run and rule by fear that emphasize isolation and separation, are really based on an illusion because we are all deeply connected. And they need to flip over into the Love orientation.

Fear is up for us now, so that we can go beyond it. Our shadow side is up for us, that we can get past it. It is all about partnership not ownership, a place for the bigger picture, going beyond our Cartesian world, whether in our philosophies or in our financial systems.

What a momentous challenge, greater than anything we faced in the ‘60’s, in the Civil Rights Movement, and it all begins with the truth of the Earth, as Consciousness throughout, connected and interconnected throughout.
The deeper truth of this present moment of historical grace, when we can catch a glimpse of Springtime, and of what Springtime would look like in the way of the Love orientation.

7. And now, the Love is here

The Love has been increasing ever since the President’s election, and the pace of awakening is accelerating worldwide. Now, it is time for the Love to go on the offensive.

Naomi Klein: We know what we are saying no to, now what we are saying yes to. We are saying yes to the Love, and a civilization based on Love.

The students protesting the use of guns embody the Love impulse, and: We carry in our hearts, the true country, and that cannot be stolen (Midnight Oil). They care about the future, they care about the Earth, and the life of the Earth, and there is a strong set of core values, shared by all, very different from those values expressed in the present-day establishment, and in the White House.

The students want an end to the melting pot, in favor of a mosaic society, that embraces everyone in their differences. They are liberal about immigration, they want gender equality, racial equality, a multi-racial and multi-cultural society, they want economic equality, sexual equality, women’s rights, and women’s voices, and the rest of the country needs to get behind them.

There are new financial systems waiting in the wings, new ways to think about the Earth, green and sustainable energy sources, new technologies like those of Tesla, with his free energy device for every home in America.

There is a strong leadership and ideas out there: Jill Stein, the Green Party: People Peace and Planet Before Profit. There are new ideas for health care, for funding education, the ideas of Bernie Sanders, Michael Moore, “Who will we invade next?”, Glen Greenwald, Intercept, Naomi Klein, Chelsea Manning, Al Gore’s recent video on the state of planet, and what we can do about it, and a host of other equally enlightened thinkers. New ideas for gun control.

I am proposing the new metaphysics that underpins these new values, the truth of the Earth as Consciousness throughout, of Ourselves, and what we are all here for, to care for the Earth, one another, and Ourselves. These truths carry with them new values, and new practices, practices appropriate to the truth of the Universe, the Earth, and Ourselves.

We are at a major choice point. Tesla’s work was supported and funded by JP Morgan. And then, Morgan realized that Tesla did not want to make money, he wanted to help people, and at that point, Morgan withdrew his support. And so, the meaning of democracy, are we going to focus on the welfare of people, or on profits?

The students represent the new values that represent the Feminine. Now being born and taking hold in the very heart of the male dominated modern world, run by numbers, statistics, and technology. We can see the outline of this new world, conscious, awake and aware, earth
honoring, earth sensitive, with a self-sense for the sacredness of all life, and for all forms of life, not just life in the womb, and a total connectedness with everyone and everything else.

As the students mature, and university students join the high school students, and people who care about people everywhere, and the Earth, join forces, the callousness and cruelty of the military industrial complex will vanish. Nostradamus has a lovely prediction about war: Women will join the army, to the point where they will so dilute the aggressive thrust of the armies, that the armies will just wander about aimlessly, and then go home.

The new political forms that we need, that fully reflect the Feminine energy, and these new values, emerging with the young people, will emerge as these ideas take hold, and new practices begin to show themselves.

This is the hour for which everyone of us was born, the Reappearance of the Feminine in history, that Nostradamus foresaw as the greatest event in history, the Reappearance of Women, Earth awareness, heart Consciousness, the Reappearance of the Christ, in the Christ Consciousness of Truth and Love, the Second Coming, Springtime. We turn away from fear and separation, into Love and connectedness. This is the hour for which everyone of us was born, and it is up to everyone of us to make the difference.

What I have given in these pages, is a new metaphysics for the human race, based on Consciousness, that Consciousness is the true basis for the Universe, and the right fundamental term, for all disciplines, the modern world, and for civilization itself. And so, in a nutshell, here are a hand full of new ideas that can give a new cornerstone for civilization:

- The Earth has Consciousness, the Earth and every being on the Earth, is just as conscious as we are, let the barriers we have put between us go down.

- The Universe itself has Consciousness, is Enspirited throughout, aware, awake, intelligent and creative everywhere. And indeed, Consciousness is the new principle, a simple and single principle, that manifests in two modes: Consciousness in form, Consciousness formless.

- All of the true causalities in the universe belong to Consciousness, terms like intent plan and purpose, final causality; ideas and Love; subjectivity; I Am.

- All matter is an expression of Consciousness, “Consciousness stepped down,” into physical expression.

- Ourselves, and the truth of human identity, reincarnation, we are immortal eternal evolving beings who take on a cycle of earthly lives, in order to achieve purposes and goals we could not have achieved in the Spirit world from whence we come. And then, our cycle complete, we depart for other parts of our physical universe, or other physical or purely spiritual universes, to continue our development elsewhere. The reincarnational framework is the basis for an ultimate Bill of Rights, for every being on the planet, all have the right to life liberty and the pursuit of happiness, human beings, and every other being as well.

- Reincarnation is the great equalizer, we all come here for the same reason, to experience the Earth plane in every social role, every race, every culture. There is thus no reason to look down on anyone, because who they are we will have been, or will be.
● And so, Spirit. This new Universe picture enables a new revelation of Spirit, of who what and where Spirit is. And this new Universe picture has a place for Spirit, as simply Infinite Consciousness, the most truly ultimate concept for all, all beings, and all worlds, all Universes, an expression, and embodiment of this Consciousness, divine and sacred throughout. We Ourselves, and all other beings as well, are manifestations of this Consciousness, Incarnations of Spirit. And the question of ethics is how do we fully become the incarnation of Spirit that we essentially are?

● The whole of Reality is divine throughout, we have a divine light side, a divine dark side. The Earth is Spirit, an incarnation of Spirit at every level and depth, a continuum of many forms of Consciousness, of which our own is one. And so, a great Oneness, there are no absolute boundaries, we are all interconnected, interrelated, intersubjective, open, open-ended, One.

● We need to build a civilization based on these truths, that we are not here to ravage and destroy the planet, but to experience the full magic and mystery of the Earth plane, and the gift of the Earth for everyone of us, enabling to realize our spiritual development. To found a civilization based on the truth of the divinity of the planet, that we Ourselves are divine beings, here to learn and grow, in Love and Truth, Light and Life.

● And so, we are now in an absolute and unique moment in our history, in this present moment of historical grace, the Reappearance of the Feminine, the Advent of Women, and the validity of Women.

And so, there are two scenarios before us. Which is it going to be? The he, or the She: The he is hyper expansionist, bigger better and faster. And the She? Sane, humane and ecological.

The Love is now in charge, calling the shots. the President is a throwback of the patriarchies.

The ancient matriarchies appeared to have been partnership ways (Riane Eisler, *The Chalice and the Blade*).

The patriarchies are the rule of the fathers, and they destroy everyone. It is all there in King Agamemnon’s going to war with Troy, he sends his sons to die on the battlefield, and he sacrifices his daughter, Iphigenia to the gods for “a propitious wind.”

The patriarchies destroy everyone, and now it is time to get past them, time for the rule of the sons and daughters, of the brothers and sisters.

The Feminine energy is here, it is real, it is flowing into the planet right now, and these great principles, the masculine and feminine, must achieve a new balance. When is the balance right? Reason climbs a ladder up to Love, and then it must lay down its weapons and serve, the new balance is right, when the masculine serves the Feminine, when men and male history realize the deep validity of women, and the folly of ignoring women’s truth, and women’s values.

The balance is right when male energy, so often bound up with the destruction of life, is put at the service of life.

Men need to redefine their own divinity, in terms of complete connection, and absolute dependency on the planet, to redefine themselves, no longer as men militant, but as men of heart,
developing their own Feminine sides, learning to appreciate and value the life of the planet, healing and teaching. Men can no longer define themselves as they have so long, by putting women down, taking out their shadow side on the women.

And women need to find their male strength, get to their feet, speak up, take back their power, and resurrect and restore the planet. Let women become the wisdom principle, knowing what needs to happen here, and the men?

Soulful, and skillful practice, both men and women at the service of Love Light and Life, of the Love and Truth, of the Second Coming and a whole new world.

And the good news of these times: We are finally ready for the Love that Jesus taught. But whether they will be our finest hour, or our most depraved, remains to be seen.

8. Here we are, once again after a long eclipse, the women are here, and we will make the difference

Freud considered that women were hostile to civilization. I would hope so, given this deeply sick and death centered modern world we live in. If civilization has any life blood in it, it owes to the dedicated nurturing presence of women.

Freud, in great exasperation: What does woman want? With men gone mad, and a planet going down the tubes, you need to ask? Get out of our way, and you will find out?
Freud: After the heroic, comes the exploration of the Feminine. I say: After centuries of male heroics, what is Real in the modern world, is the rising tide of women, strong grounded women, who know the planet is going down the tubes, and are prepared to do something about it.

A placard in the women’s march: They tried to bury us, but they did not know that we were seeds. And so, here are a few seeds for our renewal: Awakening, the Second Coming, the Feminine, Springtime, the Earth, Women, and Heart Consciousness.


I am
I am: One of the Sleepwalkers and the First of the Magicians
One of the many Bringers of the Dawn
The Goddess of the Beginnings
The True North Strong and Free
Our Lady of the Snows.

And so: I Am.

And so, welcome to Spring, it does not feel like Spring, or look like Spring, but it is.

Nor ever chaste except you ravish me - John Donne, Batter My Heart
And so: Peace

Peace I ask of the oh River,
Peace, Peace, Peace,
When I learn to live serenely,
Fears will cease,
From the hills I gather courage,
Visions of the day to be,
Strength to lead and faith to follow,
All are given unto me,
Peace I ask of thee oh River,
Peace, Peace, Peace.

Hills of the rocky North,
Home of the beaver,
Where still the might moose,
Wanders at will,
Blue lake and rocky shore,
I will return once more,
I will return, I will return,
I will return once more.

High on a rocky ledge,
I will build my wigwam,
Close by the water’s edge,
Silent and still…

Swift as a silver fish,
Canoe of birch bark,
O’er mighty waterways,
Carry me forth…

My heart grows sick for thee,
Here in the lowlands,
I will return to thee,
Hills of the North,
Blue lake and rocky shore,
I will return once more,

I will return, I will return, I will return once more….
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